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   IN THIS WARRIOR UPDATE:
This update contains a celebration of prayer and God's majesty!  Our God is sovereign.  He has allowed us to see a glimpse of the future with our Intel process. Today, in this WU, you have at your fingertips:
Feedback from our first Prayer Focus
Intel article on creating a United Front in Prayer
Save the Date: Annual Training Days
Stage 2 Crafted Prayer for the TL1 Prayer Focus
Side Bar Highlight:
Access to the file and video for our Intel and CP for TWC Fall Insights 2018  
Several other information and support pieces for you.

  

It's here ~ FEEDBACK from
TLI Prayer Focus!
The final crafted prayer is below

Thank you to those that contributed directly to the TLI Prayer Focus. We don't always receive feedback, however, for this focus we did! 

Thank you all for praying the CPs! 
Stage 2 CP is below.  

We have expanded our intercession and now practice hitting the mark with Kingdom leaders at home and abroad. The Lord has orchestrated LIFE through the arena of Intel/Intercession. If you have any questions about our Prayer Focus', contact our Director of Intel, Karleigh Wood: twc.intel@gmail.com
 
Greetings Warrior Class,
  
My wife and I write this letter to provide feedback for the intelligence report (TLI Prayer Focus) that was provided to us recently. We apologize for the delay in sending our response, and we want to thank you greatly for the richness of the resource that came out of your time as you partnered with the Father in praying for us. We found that the prayer targets, signposts and strategies you mapped out for us were RIGHT ON the bullseye. My wife even said, "It's as if they had been in my prayer closet listening to my prayers." This report will be a very useful tool and map as we move forward into the Father's heart for all we do.

In regards to the intel, she and I found that the information was very accurate. Even in how you broke out the stages, since we have felt we were close to crossing over a bridge into new territory. Recently I was given a dream where this was revealed and the information you provided really confirmed and brought to light in even more detail what this meant for us and our team. We love how you wrote this out in stage one of abiding and even had the ability to articulate how the communication was seen as it was portrayed coming to both my wife and I. You had mentioned that you felt like it would come through a vision or dream with me, and for my wife it was mentioned it would come more in her time in the Word.

Your intel provided an increase in discernment and increase of intimacy with Holy Spirit that would reveal and disarm the religious spirit at work. We've found this key into crossing over into stage 2 and out of performance. Using this information proved to be very timely in a couple of decisions that were recently made and ended up being exactly what was on the intelligence report. We found that the insight you provided has given us a greater trust to continue to move forward and bring definition to principles and signs that the Father has been using to lead and guide our path for this great journey. This information has been crucial to navigating those that are coming behind us and we long to see them grow more in their pursuit and knowledge of Him for further development.

We both greatly look forward to praying more into the crafted prayers as Father continues to take us deeper into His heart for our community and region. We greatly look forward to seeing what comes out of the riches of the divine intelligence you provided. On another note we are very excited about the continuing relationship with TWC and where Papa takes you all in helping communities shift into the joy of chartering into the unknown with Him.
  
Thank you!
The couple behind the TLI Prayer Focus

 

Power in a United Front in Prayer
 
by Karleigh Wood
Director of Intel
    
  
One of the verses on my heart for us in this new season is Genesis 11:6. It says: 
 
"Look! The people are united, and they all speak the same language. After this, nothing they set out to do will be impossible for them."
 
Our community is about intimacy with the Lord, seeking His Majesty, acceleration in growth, breakthrough and transformation. We incorporate this into every aspect of our training and it is what gets poured into every piece of Intel and crafted prayer created for a prayer focus. 
 
Each of you invests in your growth and development to become all God sees when He looks at you. We relish a fight knowing the victory is already ours in Jesus Christ. We know opposition only brings amplification of all the treasures God has for us. 
 
The breakthroughs each of you have experienced gets harnessed in our Crafted Prayers. It acts like a force that propels our words forward with a breakthrough anointing and key to open up all God has. We have gained this because of the choices each of you make to walk through various things, ranging in difficulty, with the Lord. It is what will give us momentum in moving in the seemingly impossible.
 
It all comes out in the language we utilize in our community. This language creates a united front along with the mindset that is set on Majesty. This infuses our words with power to take what God has birthed in us and bring it to others with a multiplication affect. 
 
It also creates a louder, stronger sound as we join together in demonstrating our permissions and authority in Christ. It allows the Spirit to take what we declare and move in power for the recipients of our prayer focus.
 
Below you will see the feedback from the first Prayer Focus recipients. In meeting with them, they commented on how they "loved" the Crafted Prayers. It was like a powerful tool to use as God brought them into what was on His heart for them. It was precious gift from God that they did not take lightly.
 
You will also see posted in this publication the second Crafted Prayer for them. Let's join together with one heart, one voice and pave the way of what God desires for them from heaven to earth. 
 
 
 
TWC TRAINING DAYS 2019!
 
SAVE THE DATE!!!
When?  May 2-4, 2019
Where? Frisco, TX

   
We are excited to announce our annual Training Days comes to Frisco, TX (DFW area)! 

The event runs from Thursday-Saturday and will be held at a local church. 

If you have not experienced a Training Day, you are in for a special treat. It's a time when we can all get together face to face, train, celebrate, LAUGH and connect.

Over the next few months, we will share more about this special event. But we want to give you plenty of time to connect with your fellow warriors to share expenses and find the best airfare and lodging for you.

Guests: YES! You are welcome to bring guests. We will give you more information once we know how many the venue can hold, but you will be welcome to bring at least one guest...maybe more.

Airports: You can fly into DFW airport or Love Field. Both are about the same distance from the venue.  

Travel around town: You can get Supershuttle, Taxi or Uber from the airport, but you will probably want to have access to a car. Start talking with your Warrior Buddies and making plans to ride share.  

Hotels: There are numerous hotels in the area within a 5-15 minute drive of the meeting location, near the intersection of 423 and Main Street, Frisco.

Restaurants: You can find just about any type of food you have a craving for in nearby restaurants.  All are a short drive from the meeting location. 

We look forward to seeing you! There is nothing quite like a Training Day...and we can't wait to see what God will do!
   Crafted Prayer for TLI Prayer Focus:
This prayer prepares the ground for stage 2 of what we saw through Intel for their journey.  We prayed for stage 1 with the first prayer in July. Join us as we forerun into this territory for them with prayer and partner with God to break initial ground.
 
We declare a time of going deeper and deeper into the Kingdom as they practice abiding in His presence and activate in out of the box encounters with Holy Spirit while becoming greater carriers of God's glory, power and authority.
 
Beholding a fresh, big revelation of God's nature with regards to His desire to give abundantly beyond what is needed based on their position in Christ and establish them deeper in God's perfect love. We proclaim a smooth, easy transition from the old ways of living into the new way.
 
We Lock up: old models, old mindsets and perceptions of the nature of God, tradition, performance, comfort zones, and fear. We unlock: excitement, joy and ease for new ways God provides and new Kingdom expectancy based on God's nature as Abba Father and as His beloved children. 
 
We release greater peace, wisdom, patience to wait on God's timing, trust and discernment to see God's goodness and manifestation of supernatural abundant provision which is beyond anything they have ever seen or experienced before. Like Joseph, they can receive big from God, steward His resources into Kingdom work and release an impartation to others.
 
They will go to new heights in perspective and expectancy operating from a default that all needs are covered in Jesus. They will boldly come to the throne of grace with courage and faith so whatever they ask in Jesus name He will give them. As a result, gratefulness and generosity will overflow in their hearts. They will move in signs and wonders/miracles with tongues of fire to speak/carry out His word according to God's timing.
 
 
Ephesians 3:20 (TPT) "Never doubt God's mighty power to work in you and accomplish all this. He will achieve infinitely more than your greatest request, your most unbelievable dream, and exceed your wildest imagination! He will outdo them all, for his miraculous power constantly energizes you."
 
Deuteronomy 28:12 - The LORD will open the heavens, the storehouse of his bounty.....

September 21, 2018 
The Warrior Update is a monthly look at current information, prayer assignments and upcoming opportunities in TWC.   Hot off the press:

 This week, we released the new Crafted Prayer and supporting Intel for this season in TWC. You can catch up to the information here or on Facebook. This link to the TWC Fall Insights for 2018 and supporting video from Christine.
 
 TWC Fall Insights 2018 

Training Calls:

We have many opportunities to connect with fellow-TWC-ers and coaches in TWC.

As a virtual, global community, we have the opportunity, [through technology and on-site trainings] of building lasting connections and unifying across a vast landscape.  
 
Our infrastructure is unique and is set up to offer freedom to train, coach, develop and explore.  At the same time, we travel shoulder to shoulder in the Spirit taking territory for the expansion of the Kingdom of God.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!

Conference Call Calendar
 
You can sign-up for these Training Calls on our Facebook page under: EVENTS.
IDT in Fall

Our fall Intel Development Training (IDT) is under way. We are excited for all who are participating and the neat things God has for you!
 
If you were unable to participate this time and are interested, the good news is we will have another one in the spring of 2019. The only requirement is for you to complete Level 1. Be on the lookout!
   
Volunteer Opportunity:
Administrator
 
We are looking for Administration assistance in TWC.
If you are interested, contact Teresa Morrison. Your creative ideas and organizational skills are a huge help! A working knowledge of Constant Contact is helpful, but not required.
    

We have decided that intercession is not only about a result.  It is about creating an atmosphere of intimacy and majesty for the permission and provisions of heaven to come to earth.  It is where we are trained, educated and prepared to become His beloved Bride, equipped to rule and reign with Him.

Read more...
Our Kingdom Assignments...

As brand-new members join TWC they consider what their Kingdom Assignments are, and how to align themselves with what the Lord is training them for. (the bigger picture).

Let's take some time and revisit what our calling is, who are the people group that you are called to in your community?

These are our Kingdom Assignments:
 
To reveal the true nature of God and explore His ongoing invitation for deep, personal relationship with Him.
 
To develop a New Testament breed of Warriors, Champions and Influencers focused on the majesty of God.
 
To encourage and train in a joy-filled lifestyle of prayer where we pray with God, not at/towards Him.
 
Read more...
TWC BLOGS
If you are interested in contributing to our blogs click here. 

  
  
Experiences with God...

By Connie Jennings
Co-Champions Training Coach

I think the greatest impact that The Warrior Class (TWC) Training has had in my life, is drawing me into a deeper relationship with the Trinity. 

Recently I began to experience aspects of each person in the Godhead in a very real and personal way. 

These experiences and encounters helped me to understand their identities and purpose. 

Through this, I'm understanding more about Who they want to be for me and who I can be in them.  It has encouraged and empowered me to stand in the midst of challenging circumstances, because I know they are with me and for me. 

I'm discovering more about my Identity in Christ, along with the inheritance, authority, promises and destiny that comes along with that.

Read More 
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